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EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear Readers,
Behind the walls, under the curtains, above the unseen, Syncmag brings to you the unique list, not being foreseen
anywhere else. We are very pleasantly enthusiastic to bring new attention of the country to our viewers. This issue,
Syncmag team exclusively along Suhaila Niazi, Fashion director Syncmag and also the creative director of her
owned brand Al-Shakour brings you some latest sensations of Montreal. We have comprised the very incredibly
talented gems for you all to see their capabilities and the unleashed behind. You will be introduced to many
well deserved and various artists in our latest compilation and will
contentedly be seeing their artistry and the biography lately.
As fall season just came in, a special fall fashion section is catalogued in this
month’s issue, where you will be able to see latest autumn trends, makeup and much
more. The season with its falling leaves brings the vibes of love, affection, closeness
and many associated feelings. The word love certainly is only understood in one
term these days but Suhaila Niazi explains how love is meant to
be in this month’s mag. With that, how evil eye is interpreted
in society and its tantrums, there’s a special one on that too.
Cystic Fibrosis Canada raised $50,000 as Québec celebrities
hit the runway for fashion in the air. The brand Al-Shakour owned
by our very own Suhaila Niazi , also presented its fashion among the
event and showcased many of the celebrities in their fashion collection.
We have presented the glimpse all along.
Halloween is just near the corner and we couldn’t forget to put incredible
ideas for our readers to enjoy and get help with. Costume ideas in last
minutes and unique trick and treats DIYS are presented within.
We just wish Sync viewers HAPPY HALLOWEEN! And a great time to look
all over the mag!

EDITORIAL
Founder and Editorial Director:
Sadia Sajid

Fashion Director:
Suhaila Naizi Khan

Editor-in-Chief:
Naseer Mehdi Khan

PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Paul Aswathi
MediaVision
Sanish
Cherian
Alfaaz Photography

Creative Editor: Habiba Zamun
Assistant Editor: Mahnoor Suleman
Showbiz Editor - Special to SyncMag:
Sanjay Patel
Celebrity & Fashion Editor:
Nirav Patel

SYNCMAG:
www.syncmag.ca
info@syncmag.ca
http://www.facebook.com/syncmag.ca
http://www.twitter.com/syncmagazine
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Indeed a Word

A

very small Four letter word with so much power, that can make or break a relationship.
Over the years the word love has been treated so lightly, that people tend to say they
love you when they don’t really mean it anymore. I guess sometimes people feel it
necessary to say these words to have acceptance and the belonging to the world or to
the other human.
I strongly believe that you can love yourself first , then you are capable of loving someone
else, so that it should show your true intentions and emotions which automatically follows into
another’s life.
Definition of love can mean so many things such as friendship, relationship, marriage, addiction
and hatred. Society has made so many definitions for this word that we have lost the meaning
of it. Most of us live day by day hoping to fall in love, opposite to the ones who chose to live day
by day running away from it.Ancient Greek philosophers define love in many ways, family love,
divine love, and self-love.
Love for those are completely different , different feelings , different emotions ,who sometimes
get lost in translation. Love yourself , love someone else and remember love was made to share
and pronounce your affections.
www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
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THE HIDDEN GEMS OF MONTREAL
SYNCMAG DISCOVERED SOME IMPRESSIVELY TALENTED ARTISTS FOR THE WORLD

M

ontréal being a fast and fashionable Personalities, singers and pageant holders
city decided to have an amazing from all over got a chance to work together to
group of its talented artists unit to exhibit their beauty on this day.
part of this project.
This editorial was directed by Suhaila Niazi
Sync magazine decided to hold a competition, our very own Fashion journalist as she wanted
with make-up artist, hairstylist, photographers to bring together makeup artists, hairstylists,
and fashion designers. We found some hidden photographers and models to mend a vanity
talents, to collaborate and work together to be inspired photo shoot, these hidden gems had
a part of this fashion shoot editorial.
a moment to shine.
Vanity inspired photo shoot was put together
at the plaza PMG in downtown with designers
showcasing their made to measure designs.
This platform brought together freelance artists
to come together and showcase a luxury photo
shoot fashion editorial which resulted in a
beautiful and unique looks at our multi-talented
individuals.
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Unique artists were seen and the designs from
Nico men’s wear and AlShakour by Suhaila
Niazi women’s was a great marriage for this
shoot. The composition was very carefully
executed and displayed taking the most careful
measures in showcasing each individual’s
talents.
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SUHAILA
NIAZI
The Only Keen
Tie To Unexplored
Talents

S

uhaila Niazi, the compatible enough
in the Canadian fashion industry,
has always managed herself to
present the best of what fashion has
sustained. She is the well known
fashion designer and owner behind
Al-Shakour, a brand which reflects South Asian culture with a modesty of its
own. She has hit the ground running with Al Shakour and has her vision set on
even loftier goals.

Being a mom of two, Niazi has also given goals to rock always in your own style and bring more
sausage with creative glamour. Also a retail therapist and a personal shopper for Hudson Bay company
Suhaila Niazi is the fashion director of our own Sync magazine, which we truely are privileged for.
The Montreal born style diva fraternize with the likes of Michael Kors, Erdem and Tom Ford by day.
She has dressed countless celebrities including Celine Dion, Johnny Depp, Angelina Jolie and Robert
Downey Jr. to name a few. The passion and love for what she does is indisputable.
Undoubtedly, Suhaila Niazi is the one behind all the exclusive talents we disclosed in this issue.She
has led the hand to expose Montreal’s hidden gems, who had the most capabilities of different artistry
levels. We in association with our very own fashionista, have brought the most incredible designers,
photographers and artists to the cover.

Sync team is highly honored to catalogue all these spectacular artists , raising the motive of our very

own Suhaila Niazi

www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017

10 TALENT BEHIND THE DOORS
THE
Vol 4, IssueMontreal
09
Discover
Unleashed Flairs

We bet you to see some really magnificent work and biographies of the artists who have
not much exposed with their incredible skill sets in front of the world. Syncmag, along the
fashion director, Suhaila Niazi has introduced and catalogued some bright assets of the
future. These are the stunning talents we present to you!
Birth Name: Youri Kelly Loiseau
Also Known as: Kelly Krow
Born: April 9th 1989 - Montreal, Canada
Genre: R&B - Neo-Soul - World

Occupation(s): Recording Artist, Comedian, Host ,
Videographer
Recording artist / Songwriter - R&B/Soul : Known as
Kelly Krow
Music : www.soundcloud.com/kellykrow
Montreal Vlog ‘Le New MTL’ - Host & Videographer :
Known as Kelly
Link : www.facebook.com/lenewmtl
www.lenewmtl.com
Blog ‘Best Haitians worldwide’ - Blogger / Promoter :
Known as Best Haitians Worldwide
Link : www.facebook.com/besthaitiansworldwide
www.besthaitiansworldwide.com
Haitian Comedy music group : Known as The Official
Food Gang
Videos link : www.youtube.com/officialfoodgang
Music : www.soundcloud.com/officialfoodgang

AMBER
AHMED

The Founder and Owner of Amber
Esthetics Spa, Amber Ahmed, is a
Professional Makeup Artist and one of the
leading Hair and Make-Up artists in the
island of Montreal. With over 23 years
of experience in Fashion, Photography,
Pakistan TV, Video, Weddings, Stage,
Special Occasions and Makeup Lessons,
as well as a Gold Medalist in Montreal and
Quebec for services provided.
http://www.facebook.com/amber.makeup.spa
@amberesthetics_makeupstudio

AISHAH
Aishah is a singer-songwriter who distinguishes
herself by a unique voice and a fashionably
cool attitude, as well as being a model. She is
preparing the release of her upcoming single
Watch Yourself, where you will find the
ambiance of the 80s. This young woman has
only one goal in mind: to leave an indelible
mark in the showbizz industry!
Facebook / Aishah’s Home
Instagram / @aishahshome
YouTube / Aishah’s Home

MICHAEL DUBUC

Since 13 years, Michaël Dubuc is evolving in the art industry. Hairstylist teacher for Matrix
Canada since the beginning of his career, he has been able to stand out of others hairstylist
because of his stylist degree earned in New York and because of his awards won throughout
these years. “Le young protégé”, “destination fame” and the cover of HD magazine are in his
personal achievements.
As a good businessman, he’s helping hairstylists from his childhood town and working in a
fancy Montreal hair salon. Always aware of the new trends he’s stylish in his clothing style
and amazingly good in visual art. His talent is also appreciated and recommended by some
Quebecor public personalities.
Fully accomplished, he’s ready to progress, impress and grow into his passion.
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KAAMINI
DEONARAINE

Kaamini Deonaraine is the lead
hairstylist, and founder of Atelier KD
Hair & Makeup Artistry. She specializes
in bridal hairstyling, fashion shows, and
creative photoshoots. As a hair educator
she loves to share her passion by
teaching group workshops, and private
classes.
Connect with Kaamini at
514-941-2039
Email: info@atelierkd.com
Instagram: @atelierkd @
hairbykaamini
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BLANKITA
TORRES

RACHEL N. FIKES
(MISS EARTH 2016)

Before becoming a hair and makeup stylist, i dabbled in many fields before
finding my true passion. I started 7 years ago and ever since then my mission
has always been to keep maturing as a professional artist. Inspired to challenge
my creative capabilities, I found myself adoring what both hair and makeup
allowed me to achieve. Throughout my career I have met and collaborated
with many talented people of all trades. This photo shoot is especially dear
to me because I felt that I was able to push myself even further in my art. As
I always say, it is truly my sharp final touch that gives any look the prime
Blankita Styles effect.
Hailing from Texas, Ms. Earth 2016 Rachel Fikes is a former U.S. Army Captain, with tours to
Iraq and Afghanistan under her belt. Rachel has a Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Journalism
from Texas A&M University, a Master of Arts in English and Creative Writing from Southern
New Hampshire University and is currently pursuing a PhD in Critical and Creative Writing at
Bangor University in Wales. After being crowned Ms. Texas United States in April 2014, she
was selected as a finalist to fly to Mexico and film the first season of The Fashion Hero, a reality
TV show dedicated to breaking the modeling industry’s harsh standards on beauty. Canadian
Designer Suhaila Niazi named Rachel “The Fashion Hero” and spokes model of her luxury
clothing line, Al Shakour. She wrote her first novel Bunker of Absolution while deployed to The
Middle East. She’s an advocate for RAINN, helping over 270 survivors of sexual assault and is
an ambassador for Soles4Souls, collecting over 5,000 pairs of shoes to stomp out world poverty.
She currently resides in New York where she works at Education First as an ESL teacher and is
an aspiring writer.

JOANIE FORTIN
Originally from Drummondville, Joanie moved to Montreal in 2012 at the age of 18 for the
photography program at the Cégep du vieux Montréal. At that moment, she was already
passionate and knew what she wanted to do with this life; of the picture. In order to perfect her
English, she left for a year in Australia at the end of her studies. Upon her return, she worked
a few months as assistant photographer. Only then she did feel ready to start her career in
photography. Although she understands artificial light, Joanie prefers by far the rendering of
natural light. She believes that the unpredictability of sunlight drives creativity. To capture
authentic moments, she often asks these subjects to move. Perfectionist, she constantly seeks to
improve her work. She believes that her passion and love of photography will help her make her
way into the Montreal artistic world.
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XAVIER
LECLERC
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My name is Xavier Leclerc. I come from a town called
Sherbrooke, but live in Montreal since last year.Being a
very curious and adventurous person; it’s the main reason
why I left my hometown. I want to travel the world, seek for
opportunities and meet people who enjoy life as much as I
do. I was questioned so many times about whether I was a
model, as I flattered initially I started to consider it seriously
afterwards. My uncle, who is a photographer, helped me to
take good photographs of myself and give it a good try. I
got scouted by an agency “Bmodelsmanagement” as soon
as I posted the picture on social media, which also helped
me to understand more how the industry works. Through
the castings, workshops and contracts, I developed a real
passion for fashion and now I want to be an international
fashion model. I’m currently building a portfolio and will
be attending a competition called ‘’Top model search
Canada’’ in July, which explain me being a part of this
project.

VALERIE
CARPENTIER
After winning the highest honors at La Voix (TVA) in
2013, Valérie Carpentier launched the same year, the
summer of thunderstorms, which is certified golden
record only a few months after its release. His tour of
50 cities in 2015 gives him the opportunity to meet
his audience who was already conquered by titles such
as “Flower of Skin”, “Our Love” and “Summer of
Storms”. The song Le rendez-vous, whose video clip
directed by Chloé Robichaud (selected in Cannes in
2013 for his film Sarah prefers the race), was viewed
more than 400,000 times on youtube. The title also had
a great success on radio waves.
The third album of the 22-year-old singer, Pour Rosie,
will be released on November 11. Valérie Carpentier
reveals another facet of her with electro-pop songs
and texts of great finesse. Directed by the illustrious
Jean Massicotte (Jean Leloup, Pierre Lapointe, etc.),
For Rosie is the album of the maturity for Valerie
Carpentier which marks a great blow by signing lyrics
and music the majority of the songs. With a few titles
sung in English, a few interpretations and an array of
irresistible songs, this disc allows us to appreciate this
soft, caressing voice, full of confidence.

EMMANUELLE
GAGNON

Artist till i was born. As long as i remember i
always had incredible interest in every form of
art and creation! Drawing, painting, fashion,
jewelry, photography. After many years of
studying jewelry and art at college, hairdressing
was the perfect way to me to blend all my
interests! Thinking about the hair, as if the
perfect medium to create infinite possibilities
of forms and textures all higher and bigger than
others, I always let the feelings guiding my hands
to improvise and let the magic happened! I also
had a drive in my dream with this photo-shoot, to
work on big set, stages and shows! Be real, work
hard and always believe in your dreams.

ANDREW GILBERT
ALEXANDRE
FERLAND
Alexandre Ferland is one of the
2017 Montreal fashion discovery.
This Montreal base personal
stylist has worked and is currently
working on many projects and
with more and more public
personalities.
Already confirmed for the Miami
fashion week next December as
a model, new fashion blogger
for “Ton Barbier”, manager and
stylist at a fancy dress boutique,
this 22 years old men is right
where he would need to be.
Funny and intuitive, Alex’s able
to create, enhance or revamp your
wardrobe in a wink.
His work is always signed by the
halfway classy halfway trendy
style and by his perfectionism.
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A graduate of the school since 2002,
Andrew Gilbert has always dreamed
of hairdressing and embellishing
stars. Already in his early days, he is
an illustrator in the realization of the
hairstyles of the artists of the Quebec
troupe while combining his career as
a hairdresser and colorist and several
projects with different magazines of
renown.

Nicolas
BilodeauVol 4, Issue 09
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Nico is a young emerging designer with the
urge to create is own movement in the fashion
industry. Flamboyant and unique, dive into his 2
first collections, assorted with special garments.
Dont be fooled by all these good-looking men,
with the androgynous look of most pieces,
women can also take good advantage of nico
talent. With a new collection on its way, NICO
design is certainly a name you won’t forget soon.
Designer - NICO
Cell: (514) 922-6321
Facebook: http:\\www.facebook.com/nico
Instagram: @nico

ALAA
YOUSEFF
I’m Alaa Youssef a freelance photographer that’s based in Montreal,
Canada. I’m 23 years old & I was born in Montreal along with two
other siblings. Yes, I’m a triplet. I grew up in Kuwait and have strong
ties to Syria as it’s my family’s home country and what I consider
home as well. Photography is an old hobby of mine that overtime
became a profession. It was only in Montreal where I took the plunge
and decided to dive into this wonderful new world of studying photo
processing and techniques and investing in equipment that showcased
my artistic style. Photography to me is a lifestyle and a way of seeing
and experiencing the world. It’s a life style that is encouraged by my
loved ones and mentors; all of whom assure me that photography is
what I was meant to do. I hope to expand my photography skills and
become an international photographer one day. I have experience in
portrait, editorial, fashion, and advertising photography but I hope to
experience more with photography and to broader my horizons
www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
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ERIC
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Ex-graphic designer for 15y, Eric is a professional
photographer since 2 years and he is also
known as an instagram influencer. He
likes all aspects of photography,
making him pretty polyvalent as a
photographer. He like to shoot it
all, including landscape, sports,
wildlife and lifestyle, but like it
a lot when a human factor comes
into play in a photography. “With
fashion, it’s nice to be able to catch the
mood of the setup with the model(s)
and what they wear. Lightning and
composition are important to make that
mood right and to create a visual story”.
He sees the shooting as a team effort with
everyone having a great part to play to
get the picture right. Every details count
and the best is to try to get everything right
in camera… the less post-editing the better,
but it’s nice to have for the final touch.
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Photoshoot Credit: Joanie Fortin
www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
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Green With Envy
Evil eye, jealousy, and malicious glare.

This is a curse believed to be done by a person when they are unaware,
un knowledgeable or your situation.
This is widely among many Mediterranean and Asian tribes and cultures.
It’s very funny how our society seems to be more ready to shun a situation then to
be happy or proud of someone’s accomplishments.
We as human tend to show our successes more then our failures, hopping we get
some sort of gratitude when in reality we should not be seeking this from anyone,
but our All mighty.
Which brings me to this article, I know we believe we are all brought to this world
to be strong, successful, smart and most importantly humble, seeing someone’s
success is suppose to be encouragement for oneself to give us a drive a sense of
hope, to give us the ability to perform great achievements.

I have seen and experienced much evil eye in my
life time and have learned to understand that it
is sadly a part of our society, we like it or not ..
New shoes, new car , big home why do we need
gratitude or knowledgement ?
Is it because we are not satisfied with our own
gratitude our own successes?
Hmmmm, a question we should ask ourself really, I believe it’s a human behaviour that had
been embedded in us from a young age, now I
could say is that our elders or our educators or
our culture that has brought this upon us or are
we just the generation that needs to tweet or
Facebook or successes instantly for acceptance.
I know this seems a little strange to those whom
don’t believe in these malevolent glares.
They do exist, to such an extent, that they have
ruined people’s lives.
Protect yourself and your loved ones.. this world
is a beautiful place let’s not turn it in an evil one
..
TOO MUCH ENVY IS NOT A GOOD THING...

- Suhaila
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Cystic Fibrosis Canada Raises
$50,000 As Québec Celebrities Hit
The Runway For Fashion Is
In The Air
Renowned Montréal designers unveil fall/winter 2017
collections at a new fashion show for a great cause

Cystic Fibrosis Canada held the inaugural edition of Fashion is in the Air on September
18, 2017 in Montreal.
More than 30 leading personalities from the Québec media, business and sports
communities stepped up to be “models for a day” for a worthy cause. Presented in
collaboration with Souris Mini, the fashion show raised $50,000 that will be directly
invested in research, improving care for people with cystic fibrosis, and assisting clinics
that support patients and their families on a daily basis.

About Cystic Fibrosis
Cystic fibrosis is the most common fatal genetic disease affecting Canadian children and
young adults. CF causes various effects on the body, but mainly affects the digestive
system and lungs.

For more information
Julie Deschambault
Matom Communication
T: 514 891-8645
C: jdeschambault@matom.ca
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Al-Shakour Fashion Displays
The brand Al-Shakour, owned by our own Suhaila Niazi
contributed to the organization by presenting a great fashion show
of its own collection.

www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
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Giorgio Armani
As always, the Armani collection is
classy and will make you feel the class
within yourself
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Louis Vuitton
Sexy and classy at the
same time!

Stella McCartney
The elegancy Speaks for itself!

The Office of
Angela Scott
This shoe style can go with
your most of the casual looks!
You can get them from “The
office of Angela Scott”.
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HALLOWEEN HAND TREAT BAGS
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IMAGINATIVE MASON JARS

Creatively made mason jars like giving them a look of
ghosts or making a lantern out of them by inserting
small bulb lights inside will make them look scary and
more interesting. There can be trick or treats in them.

We can use hand shaped bags and design them with
ribbons and papers to give them a look of a spare hand
filling candies and treats inside them. This would be
very appealing to the kids and will also give the table
the fest look.

H A L L O W E E N
T R I

C K

A N D

T R E A T
I D E A S
Halloween should be more creative and entertaining when it comes to trick and treats. This is
the most favorite part of kids and youngsters for the much awaited Halloween fest. There can
be multiple ideas to make your Halloween trick and treats activity more striking and fun. Now,
www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
here are some ideas to make small things more artistically different and amusing for Halloween.

PUMPKIN TREATS

LOLLY POP GHOSTS

31

A giant pumpkin or small pumpkins with drawings or
Vol 4, Issue 09
art work on them will be very alluring to everyone and
also will give a good fest look to your place. It’s a very
good decorative idea too.

How cute and kinda scary at the same time is to make
lollypop ghosts. It’s very easy yet looks very nice and
kids are more into these kinds of diy treats.

HALLOWEEN TEETH
We can make Halloween teeth by using various fruits
and giving them a look of teeth spread on your closet or
table. Like in these pictures they have used apples with
marshmallows inside to make them look like scary teeth.

www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
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For information contact:
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514-360-3760
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SPLENDID CHOCOLATE

HOMEMADE COOKIES
Ingredients
• 2 cups plus 2 Tbsp all-purpose flour
• 1/2 tsp baking soda
• 1/2 tsp salt
• 12 Tbsp butter (1 1/2 sticks)
melted and cooled until warm
• 1 cup brown sugar
• 1/2 cup granulated sugar
• 1 large egg + 1 egg yolk
• 2 tsp vanilla extract
• 1 1/2 cups semi-sweet or milk chocolate chips

Instructions
1. Heat oven to 325 degrees F.
2. In a medium bowl mix together flour, salt, and baking soda..
3. In a separate large mixing bowl beat the butter and sugars together
with an electric mixer until well blended. Add the egg, egg yolk, and
vanilla. Stir in the dry ingredients and mix until just combined. Gently
stir in the chocolate chips. The dough will be soft.
4. Gently scoop dough into balls and place on a cookie sheet. Bake
for 10-12 minutes. Store in an airtight container.
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STENCILED HALLOWEEN
SPRINKLE CAKE
Ingredients
For the Cake Layers:
• 8 oz unsalted butter at room temperature
• 21 oz granulated sugar (3 cups)
• 6 eggs at room temperature
• 20.25 oz all-purpose flour (4.5 cups)
• 2 tsp salt
• 2 TBSP baking powder (2 tbsp and 1 tsp)
• 2.5 cups milk at room temperature
• 1 TBSP vanilla extract
For the Buttercream:
• 8 fl oz pasteurized liquid egg whites (1 cup)
• 32 oz powdered sugar (8 cups)
• 3/4 tsp salt
• 32 oz unsalted butter (4 cups), at room temperature
• 2.5 TBSP vanilla extract
To Assemble:
• Gel food coloring: I used Americolor Lemon Yellow, Orange, and Electric Orange
• Sanding sugar: I used CK Products Sugar Crystals in white, gold, yellow, and orange
• Parchment paper
• Orange and yellow round candies: I used Sixlets

Instructions
To Make the Cake Layers:
1. Preheat the oven to 350 F. Line four 9-inch cake pans with parchment rounds, and
spray the parchment with nonstick cooking spray.
2. Combine the butter and granulated sugar in the large bowl of a stand mixer fitted
with a paddle attachment. Beat the butter and sugar together on medium speed for
5-6 minutes, until light and fluffy.
3. Add the eggs one at a time, beating at least 30 seconds between each addition. Turn
the mixer to low and add the flour, salt, and baking powder, then the milk and vanilla
extract. Continue to beat on low speed until the flour is moistened and everything has
roughly come together. At this point the batter might look a little broken or curdled—
that’s okay.
4. Scrape down the sides of the bowl and turn the mixer to medium-high speed, and
beat the batter for 2-3 minutes more until it’s beautifully smooth. Divide it between the
prepared pans—if you have a scale, each pan will get about 20 oz of batter.
5. Bake the cakes at 350 F for 25-30 minutes. They won’t take on much color, so don’t
depend on that to gauge doneness. Instead, look for the tops to spring back when you
press down lightly, and the sides of the cake to start pulling away from the pan

www.syncmag.ca | Aug 23th- Sep 23th 2017
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DeepFall Pleasure
Makeup Trends
Fall trends for makeup are full of deep, rich and intense hues...
This season we are seeing jewel tones in burgundy, greens
midnight and Smokey palettes .The trends are either Smokey eyes
with pale lips or metallic eyes with bold lips. Not all trends will suit
you so choose carefully. You do not want to look over done or like a
clown. Simple metallic tones are also a strong trend. We are seeing
a lot of rose golds and antique golds this season.
Fall is a season you can dress simple and play up your cosmetic.
so enjoy experiment have fun, your face is a canvas and always
remember everyone is watching.

Credits: Suhaila Naizi
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Malala Attends First Lecture As
Student At Oxford
Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai attended her first
lecture as a student at the Oxford University on Monday.
While expressing herself on Twitter, Malala writes that she was
shot and injured five years ago to stop her from speaking out
for girls education, but is now at Oxford for education.

Deepika,Ranveer And Shahid Slaying Their Game
In Bhansali’s Padmavati
The trailer successfully gives the tip-of-the-iceberg feeling,
with long shots of forts, retinues, caravans, and battles. There’s
also a fantastic shot of a single horse-rider
riding into a dust storm.
Director Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s films have always been
equated with visual grandeur. The trailer for his latest film,
Padmavati, promises nothing less. The three-minute trailer,
released on Monday, is a burst of vibrant colours from the
bright red of the Rajputana women’s skirts, all the way to the
ashy grey of Alauddin Khilji’s tents.

Samsung Note 8 Glides All Over Becomes
Better Than Ever
2017 should not have been Samsung Electronics year.

The Samsung Galaxy Note 8 , which came this year about as
perfect of a smartphone as you can find. According to multiple
mix reviews one cannot think of a single thing it is missing, which
is not something we can say about other recent flagships. The
Note 8 has a 3.5mm headset jack, microSD expansion card,
amazing dual camera, and much more.
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IPHONE X
HANDS-ON
REVIEW

The iPhone X
(pronounced “ten,” not “ex”) was
announced Tuesday in Apple’s new Steve
Jobs Theater at the company’s revamped,
$2.5 billion Apple Park campus, and it’s the
premium flagship in Apple’s lineup. With a bold
new design and a myriad of new features sure
to impress everyone from casual owners to tech
enthusiasts, it’s bound for success. So let’s get the big
question right out of the way: Yes, lots of people are going
to buy this, and yes, they’re going to be very
happy with this phone.
Beautiful All-Glass Design
In my brief hands-on time with the phone, I was struck first by how substantial it is. The iPhone X is not heavy, but it’s definitely more
phone than the Galaxy S8 and iPhone 7 I brought for comparison. It feels great in the hand, too; it’s slim, efficiently designed, beautiful
to look at and hold. Gone is the slippery aluminum back that many have complained about. In its place is an all-glass back.
Second To Market, But More Refined
The iPhone X is no exception in the looks department, but it’s a bunch of new features that will
really impress consumers and that’s where Apple aims to set itself apart from the competition. I
saw Face ID in action, and Apple has brought a similar speedy experience to the phone. The Galaxy
S8 can unlock through iris and facial recognition, which is similarly quick, but infrared cameras
and software that map the contours of your face in real time make Apple’s implementation much
more secure A new wireless charging pad introduces what looks like a proprietary feature to the Qi
standard, allowing a user to monitor multiple devices charging at multiple speeds simultaneously
Iphone X Vs. The Competition
All three pack Apple’s new 64-bit, A11 Bionic chip, a powerful new processor consisting
of six individual cores two high-power cores and four power-efficient cores that balance
battery life with performance. What about the real competition: How do the iPhone X and
Galaxy Note 8 compare? While superficially similar they’re both big, fast flagships there are
obvious differences. The iPhone X lacks a fingerprint sensor, but can be unlocked with threedimensional facial recognition. The Galaxy Note 8 has one on the back, and even though it
has face unlocking technology, its front-facing camera can’t match Apple’s depth-sensing
tricks. Conversely, the Note 8 has its iconic multifunctional S Pen stylus, and the iPhone
doesn’t have anything of the sort. You get the idea. It was a close call, but our head to head
found the iPhone X worth the wait.
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